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1 Introduction

The intended research activities of Virtual Werder 3D [7] can be divided into two
parts: The short-term activities to be addressed before the RoboCup 2007 and
the mid-term activities beyond this competition. The recent changes in the 3D
simulation league from the spheres-based simulation to the humanoid simulation
forces the teams to work on basic skills first as it does not make sense to work
on elaborated behavior if the agent cannot move at all. Thus, the short-term
goals address the development of low-level skills as presented in Section 2. The
mid-term goal of our team is to apply plan recognition methods in order to
bring in valuable knowledge into the behavior decision process. These efforts are
presented in Section 3. The application of learning methods for learning low-level
skills as well as higher-level behaviors is another research direction addressed by
our team presented in Section 4.

2 Humanoid Walking Engine and Special Actions

The development of the robot’s basic skills in the Virtual Werder 3D agent is
based on the experiences and results of the Bremen humanoid team B-Human
[14] (a follow-up of the BreDoBrothers [15]). This is an important step towards
merging research efforts of two related RoboCup leagues which has already pro-
posed by Mayer et al. [10]. The 3D simulation league with the new server version
can benefit from the experiences of the real robot humanoid league– later on a
sufficiently realistic simulation can be used to ease certain aspects during the
development of real robots as well by (pre-) learning some skills or testing differ-
ent settings in the simulation first that might be disadvantageous (and costly)
for real robots (cf. [5]).

In the first step, existing technologies of the B-Human team are integrated
into the Virtual Werder 3D agent. It is tested if and how these technologies can
be used in the simulation league’s environment. The first skill to be adapted
is the walk skill using the B-Human walking engine [8, 15]. In order to use the
walking engine, the dimensions and physical properties of the simulated agent
have to be provided. Furthermore, the agent’s status of the different joints must
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be passed to the walking engine and the resulting effector commands have to be
mapped to the corresponding effectors in the simulation. A successful integration
of the B-Human walking engine into the Virtual Werder 3D agent could already
be achieved for the RoboCup 2007 qualification binary. Parameter tuning of the
walking engine is current work in progress.

The B-Human team has developed a number of further so called “special
actions” like:

– getting up,
– walking backwards,
– walking left / right,
– kicking the ball (with the left or right leg).

These special actions are also to be tested on the simulated robot and
adapted. It is not expected that these special actions work right away. After
some major parameter adaptations in order to create a first version of the in-
tended behavior fine tuning of the parameters has to be done in a second phase.
We are planning to apply automated optimization methods like genetic algo-
rithms in order to identify good settings for the different actions [3]. Evolution-
ary algorithms have been applied successfully in order to learn (simulated) biped
walking within the Simloid project [5, 4]. Further optimizations are planned as
described in Section 4. The experiences gained from the integration, adaption,
and optimization of the actions in the simulation should then flow back to the
real robot team in the next step which hopefully can be helpful to improve the
performance of the real robots, too.

3 Plan Recognition

A persistent research direction of our working group addresses the recognition
of intentions and plans of agents. Of course, such high-level functions cannot be
used before a coordinated control of the agent is possible. Nevertheless, we also
address this research topic as a mid-term goal.

Our approach to plan recognition is based on a qualitative description of
dynamic scenes (cf. [18, 2, 12]). The basic idea is to map the quantitative infor-
mation perceived by the agent to qualitative facts that can be used for symbolic
processing. Given a symbolic representation it is possible to define possible ac-
tions with their preconditions and consequences. In previous work real soccer
tactical moves as, for instance, presented in Lucchesi [9], have been formalized
[1]. As planning algorithms themselves are costly and thus hard to use in a de-
manding online scenario as robotic soccer, previously generated generic plans
are provided to the agent who then can select the best plan w.r.t. some perfor-
mance measure out of the set of plans that can be applied to a situation. As the
pre-defined plans take into account multi-agent settings it is possible to select a
tactical move for a group of agents where different roles are assigned to various
agents. In the 2D simulation league and the previous server of the 3D simulation
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league this approach has already been applied as behavior decision component
in some test matches [17, 1].

The intended research is to apply the concepts developed in the parallel
project “Automatic Recognition of Plans and Intentions of Other Mobile Robots
in Competitive, Dynamic Environments” (research project in the German Re-
search Councils priority program “Cooperating Teams of Mobile Robots in Dy-
namic Environments”) to the new 3D server. It is necessary to identify relevant
strategic moves that can be either applied by the own team (if the probability
for a successful move is high) or recognized from observing the behavior of the
opponent team. The German Research Council (DFG) supports our research line
since 2001 and invited us to submit ideas for further long-term research ideas in
that area. This clearly indicates the significance of our research efforts.

4 Reinforcement Learning

In the context of agents and learning a popular method is reinforcement learning
(RL) where a reward is given to an agent in order to evaluate its performance
and thus, (hopefully) learning an optimal policy for action selection. RL has
been applied successfully in robotic soccer before by other teams (e.g., [11, 13,
6]). In our previous agent we have integrated a framework for RL where dif-
ferent variants like Q-Learning and SARSA can be used (cf. [19, 16]). This RL
framework will be integrated into our new agent.

It is planned to apply reinforcement learning at two different levels: First of
all, we want to investigate how certain skills can be optimized by reinforcement
learning, e.g., in order to walk faster or to stand up in shorter time. It is focused
to this kind of learning tasks until the RoboCup in Atlanta.

The second level where learning should be applied is located in the behavior
decision process. If it is known which strategic moves are possible the selection of
the preferable move should be learned by RL methods. The set of possible actions
is determined by the applicable plans. The reward is given w.r.t. to the result of
plan execution, e.g., if it failed or if it could be finished successfully. The desired
result would be an automatically optimized high-level behavior based on a set
of pre-defined plans. Different experiments have to show how the performance of
the team can be improved in matches with identical or varying opponent teams.
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